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Abstract—Opportunistic networking (a.k.a. device-to-device
communication) is considered a feasible means for ofﬂoading
mobile data trafﬁc. Since mobile nodes are battery-powered,
opportunistic networks must be expected to satisfy the user
demand without greatly affecting battery lifetime. To address
this requirement, this work introduces progressive selﬁshness, an
adaptive and scalable energy-aware algorithm for opportunistic
networks used in the context of mobile data ofﬂoading. The
paper evaluates the performance of progressive selﬁshness in
terms of both application throughput and energy consumption
via extensive trace-driven simulations of realistic pedestrian
behavior, and demonstrates that the proposed algorithm is robust
against the distributions of node density and initial content
availability. The results show that in certain scenarios progressive
selﬁshness achieves up to 85% energy savings during opportunistic downloads while sacriﬁcing less than 1% in application
throughput. Furthermore, the study demonstrates that in terms
of total energy consumption (by both cellular and opportunistic
downloads) in dense environments the performance of progressive
selﬁshness is comparable to downloading contents directly from
a mobile network.
Index Terms—mobile data ofﬂoading, selﬁshness, duty cycling,
energy savings, opportunistic networking.

optimistic assumption, and nodes that have already obtained
all contents of interest may prefer to opt out of distribution
in order to save energy. By default, selﬁshness has always
been considered harmful to the performance of opportunistic
networks and different mechanisms have been suggested for
providing incentives for nodes to behave altruistic [8], as well
as for detection and avoidance of selﬁsh nodes throughout the
routing process [9]. However, they do not take into account
the price in terms of energy consumption that a node pays for
being altruistic.
In this work we aim at decreasing the energy consumption
while at the same time retaining the application throughput
of an opportunistic network. The work is motivated by our
previous study [10] in which we argue that opportunistic
mobile data ofﬂoading should take into account not only the
requirements of mobile operators, but also those of mobile
devices. The main contributions are:
•

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to the proliferation of mobile devices in recent years,
mobile network operators are now expected to satisfy immense data trafﬁc demands via the cellular network (i.e. more
than 24 exabytes of monthly mobile data trafﬁc by 2019 as
predicted by Cisco [1]). Thus, mobile data ofﬂoading has
been suggested as a complement. One promising approach for
ofﬂoading network trafﬁc is based on mobile opportunistic
networks which allow contents to be shared directly among
mobile devices when in proximity.
Previous studies on mobile data ofﬂoading via opportunistic
communication [2], [3], [4] aim at maximizing the data
delivered to mobile devices. However, they do not consider
the limited battery capacity of the mobile device. The energy
consumption is strongly affected by the 802.11 radio interface
when turned on in ad-hoc mode [5].
Recent studies propose duty cycling as a viable strategy for
decreasing energy consumption in opportunistic networks [6],
[7]. Such solutions however assume that all nodes participating
in the content exchange are altruistic and willing to share data
with others throughout their lifetime. This may be an overly
c 2015 IFIP
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•

•

We revisit the concept of selﬁshness in opportunistic
networks and demonstrate that in contrast to prior understanding, selﬁshness can decrease energy consumption
while satisfying user demands.
We propose an adaptive and scalable energy-aware algorithm for opportunistic networks, progressive selﬁshness, which combines the merits of two energy saving
mechanisms that have always been considered mutually
exclusive: duty cycling and selﬁshness. We also present a
modiﬁed version of the algorithm, enhanced progressive
selﬁshness, in order to address challenges in dense areas.
We perform extensive trace-driven simulation analysis
using realistic pedestrian mobility. We show that progressive selﬁshness is robust against parameters such as
node density and initial content availability. The results
demonstrate that progressive selﬁshness can achieve up
to 85% energy savings while losing as little as 1% in
application throughput.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
revisits popular energy saving mechanisms, and introduces
progressive selﬁshness. Section III outlines the evaluation scenarios, and Section IV presents results from realistic pedestrian
mobility scenarios. In the context of our ﬁndings, Section V
discusses previous work. Finally, Section VI concludes the
study, and presents directions for future work.

Algorithm 1 Progressive Selﬁshness (DC-PS)
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Fig. 1. (a) Mobile data ofﬂoading: only a subset of nodes in the observed
area download contents directly from the cellular network; the rest of the
nodes obtain contents opportunistically. (b) Cumulative density function of the
lower and upper bounds of the total listening duration achieved by progressive
selﬁshness.

II. P ROGRESSIVE S ELFISHNESS
We assume that users are pedestrians equipped with mobile
devices moving in an urban area, e.g. a grid of streets in a
city, or a subway station, and that a mobile operator wishes
to disseminate data to all users in the observed area, software
updates or special offers, for instance. Instead of downloading
data separately to every user, the mobile operator relies on
data ofﬂoading as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Upon entering the
area, some users are instructed to download parts of the data
directly from the cellular network and store them in their
caches. The rest of the users attempt to download content items
opportunistically when in communication range with a node
that already has the data. In this work we do not consider
how the mobile operator determines the best candidate nodes
to initially carry contents. Instead we focus on the performance
of the opportunistic data dissemination.
Throughout its lifetime a node is either data-seeking, or
data-fulﬁlled. A node is data-seeking if it is missing one or
more content items of those provided in the observed area. A
node is data-fulﬁlled if it already has downloaded all content
items.
In the context of mobile data ofﬂoading, the main objective
of a data-seeking node is to obtain as many content items of
those provided by a mobile operator as possible. However,
a data-seeking node needs to discover data at a low energy
cost. In order to save energy while searching for contents, we
allow data-seeking nodes to duty cycle (DC) within a cycling
interval Tc , i.e. to iteratively turn their radio interfaces on
and off. A node can only discover other peers and exchange
data with them while its radio interface is turned on. In our
previous work [6] we suggest that the time during which
a radio interface is turned on should be chosen uniformly
at random d ∼ U(0, Tc ) in the beginning of every cycling
interval, and the radio interface should be consecutively turned
off for the remaining (Tc −d) time units. We adopt this strategy,
since it was shown to decrease energy consumption roughly
by half without incurring signiﬁcant application throughput
losses for an opportunistic content distribution system.
Once a node obtains all content items of interest, its objective changes and the focus shifts from downloading data to
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Tc ← initial cycling interval
w ← 1, initial inactivity window
t ← 0, initial time
N ← set of all content items
M ⊆ N, set of items to obtain
while node has battery capacity do
if time to turn radio interface on then
U NIFORM ON()
end if
if time to turn radio interface off then
if M ≡ ∅ then
P ROGRESSIVE OFF()
else
U NIFORM OFF()
end if
end if
end while
procedure U NIFORM ON()
d ← U(0, Tc )
t←t+d
end procedure
procedure U NIFORM OFF()
t ← t + (Tc − d)
end procedure
procedure P ROGRESSIVE OFF()
if node has shared one or more items while on then
w←1
end if
t ← t + (wTc − d)
w ← 2w
end procedure

Algorithm 2 Enhanced Progressive Selﬁshness (DC-EPS)
Require: es ← energy spent while node is data-seeking
Require: e ← total energy spent by node
1: while e ≤ 2es do
2:
perform Progressive Selﬁshness as in Algorithm 1
3: end while
4: turn off radio, and opt out of dissemination

saving energy. Ultimately, a node would save greatest amount
of energy if it chooses to opt out of the data dissemination
process at the moment it becomes data-fulﬁlled. We refer to
such behavior as strict selﬁshness. However, if all data-fulﬁlled
nodes choose to be strictly selﬁsh, data-seeking nodes may
be brought to starvation due to the lack of active content
providers, and be forced to eventually download the contents
directly from the cellular network.
Thus, we propose data-fulﬁlled nodes to behave in a progressively selﬁsh manner. Just as with regular duty cycling,
a progressively selﬁsh node iterates between a state in which
its radio interface is turned on, and a state in which the radio
interface is turned off. While the duration of the on period is
again chosen uniformly at random d ∼ U(0, Tc ), the duration
of the off period depends on the demand for contents from
peers in the vicinity. We deﬁne an inactivity window, w, as
a parameter that increases exponentially every time a datafulﬁlled node does not deliver contents to neighboring peers
while its radio is turned on. If there is no demand for the
data carried by a data-fulﬁlled node, it progressively increases

the off duration by (wTc − d), thus saving energy. However,
the inactivity window w shrinks to 1 if a data-fulﬁlled node
provides data to a peer. Since nodes are mobile, throughout
their lifetime they may traverse areas with different densities
of data-seeking nodes. Downloading contents to a data-seeking
peer may infer that a data-fulﬁlled node has entered an area
where data needs to be disseminated. The inactivity window
w can shrink to 1 also if a node is instructed to do so by
the mobile operator, or if the energy spent for opportunistic
communication surpasses a predeﬁned threshold. In this work
however we only allow the inactivity window to shrink when
a node downloads contents to a data-seeking peer. The details
of progressive selﬁshness are presented in Algorithm 1.
In order to evaluate the potential energy savings achieved by
progressive selﬁshness, we examine the distribution of the total
data-fulﬁlled listening duration, x, i.e. the total amount of time
during which a node keeps its radio interface turned on after
it has become data-fulﬁlled. (We note that total data-fulﬁlled
listening duration and total energy consumed are proportional.)
Since the listening duration in each cycling interval is chosen
uniformly at random d ∼ U(0, Tc ), the probability distribution
of the total data-fulﬁlled listening duration follows the IrwinHall’s uniform sum distribution [11].
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where x =
i=1 di and di is the listening duration in the
ith cycling interval, and n is the total number of cycling
intervals during the data-fulﬁlled phase. Note that the amount
of energy savings via progressive selﬁshness for a node
depends on the number of times the radio interface has been
switched on, n, which in turn is deﬁned by parameters of
the environment such as node density, content availability
and lifetime. Thus, evaluating the overall performance of the
algorithm is nontrivial, and requires knowledge of the system
state at any moment in time. However, evaluating the lower
and upper bound of the total data-fulﬁlled listening duration
achieved by progressive selﬁshness is possible. For a node with
lifetime L the upper bound is reached if the node provides
data to other peers in each cycling interval, and n =  TLc ;
in this case progressive selﬁshness is reduced to a simple
duty-cycling scheme as described in [6]. The lower bound is
reached if a data-fulﬁlled node is never requested to provide
any content items to neighboring nodes while listening, and
the inactivity window w continuously increases throughout
the node’s lifetime. Fig. 1(b) illustrates the distribution of
the lower and upper bound of total listening duration of a
node with a lifetime of 100 time units, and a cycling interval
Tc = 10 time units.
We also propose a modiﬁcation of the progressive selﬁshness algorithm, which we refer to as enhanced progressive
selﬁshness. Essentially, it restricts the energy spent by datafulﬁlled nodes for dissemination to the energy consumed for
obtaining data while they were data-seeking. Thus, every node
needs to monitor the energy consumption in its data-seeking

and data-fulﬁlled state. The details of enhanced progressive
selﬁshness are presented in Algorithm 2. Note that when
the energy requirement of enhanced progressive selﬁshness is
not satisﬁed, the algorithm falls back to the performance of
progressive selﬁshness. Thus, they should not be seen as two
separate algorithms, but instead as different operational modes
of the same algorithm. We show in Section IV-A that enhancing progressive selﬁshness improves energy consumption in
scenarios with high node density.
III. E VALUATION S CENARIO
Here we present a sample publish/subscribe service provided by an opportunistic content distribution system which
allows nodes to discover contents in other peers [5].
We assume that nodes are subscribed to feeds (e.g. topics)
of interest through a publish/subscribe service provided by
an opportunistic content distribution system. Each feed may
hold one or more entries, and each entry can constitute of one
or more chunks (which we call content items throughout this
paper). Feeds, entries and chunks are announced by the mobile
operator to every node entering the observed area. Whenever
the radio interface of a node is turned on, it periodically
broadcasts beacons to inform potential neighbors about its
presence. (In the current study the beaconing interval is set
to 0.5 s.) Upon an encounter with another node, the device
has to determine whether this is the ﬁrst time it meets the
node or, if not, whether the node has obtained new contents
since their last contact. If so, the device initiates a requestresponse communication, and at each step it tries to match the
remote feeds/entries with its local subscriptions until it ﬁnally
downloads content items of interest.
We use an implementation of an opportunistic content distribution system in the OMNeT++ simulator [12] and we rely on
the energy framework [13] for modeling battery consumption.
A. Mobility scenarios
In order to realistically recreate pedestrian mobility, we
use the Walkers traces [14] captured in Legion Studio [15],
a commercial simulator initially developed for designing and
dimensioning large-scale spaces via simulation of pedestrian
behaviors. Its multi-agent pedestrian model is based on advanced analytical and empirical models which have been
calibrated by measurement studies. Each simulation run results
in a trace ﬁle, containing a snapshot of the positions of all
nodes in the system every 0.6 s.
Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) present the scenarios considered in our
evaluation: an outdoor urban scenario, modeling the Östermalm area of central Stockholm, and an indoor scenario,
recreating a two-level subway station. We note that it is not
possible to capture all states of human mobility with a single
setup, however the scenarios are representative of typical daytime pedestrian mobility.
The Östermalm scenario consists of a grid of interconnected
streets. Fourteen passages connect the observed area to the
outside world. The active area is 5872 m2 . The nodes are
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Fig. 2. Urban scenarios: (a) a grid of streets representing a part of downtown
Stockholm, Östermalm, and (b) a two-level subway station.

constantly moving, hence the scenario can be characterized as
a high mobility scenario.
The Subway station has train platforms connected via escalators to the entry-level. Nodes arrive on foot from any of
ﬁve entries, or when a train arrives at the platform. The train
arrivals create burstiness in the node arrivals and departures.
Nodes congregate while waiting for a train at one of the
platforms, or while taking a break in the store or the coffee
shop at the entry level. The active area is 1921 m2 .
If not stated otherwise, the input parameters of the Östermalm and the Subway scenario result in approximately the
same mean node density of 0.1 nodes/m2 . (More information
can be found in [16].)
B. Content initialization
In our evaluation scenarios we assume that all nodes carry
devices and that all are interested in the contents provided.
We assume also that there are N available content items
forming a single entry in a feed. The cache of a participating
device may initially be ﬁlled with Ni randomly chosen content
items (Ni < N ). Whether the cache of a device is initialized
with contents depends on the injection probability pi . Thus,
throughout its lifetime in the simulation, each participating
node strives to obtain as many content items that belong to its
subscription as possible. Content items have a mean size of
10 kB, and a standard deviation of 2 kB.
We note that the choice of initially ﬁlling the cache of nodes
with only Ni items can be seen as an incentive for promoting
opportunistic content dissemination. If we chose to inject all N
content items into the cache of some nodes, they could directly
opt out of dissemination, thus starving the ofﬂoading. Since
ofﬂoading is triggered by the network operator, cooperation is
inherent to the system, and can only be bypassed if a large
population of devices is compromised. In this work however
we do not consider such scenario.
C. Performance metrics and conﬁgurations
We focus on two performance metrics: goodput (i.e. application throughput) and energy consumption from a system
perspective. Since we study an open system, it is important that
the metrics are normalized with respect to the nodes’ sojourn
time in the simulation. The system goodput is simply the sum
of the number of bytes downloaded by each node, Bi , divided

by thesum of
the lifetimes of nodes in the simulation, ti , or
G=
Bi / ti . We only count bytes of fully downloaded
content items, so the goodput is a measure of the system
usefulness for the users, i.e. how much contents it can provide.
We differentiate between energy consumption by the opportunistic system, and energy consumption by downloads
directly from the cellular network. While the ﬁrst corresponds
to the energy used for opportunistic data ofﬂoading, Eopp , the
(1)
latter constitutes the energy for initial downloads, Ecell (i.e.
for ﬁlling caches with data in order to bootstrap the content
exchange in the observed area), and the energy consumed
(2)
for follow-up downloads, Ecell (i.e. the energy needed for
downloading contents that nodes were not able to obtain
opportunistically). Thus, the total energy a node spends is then
(1)
(2)
Etot = Ecell + Eopp + Ecell [J]. The energy consumption of
the opportunistic system is simply the energy consumed by
the radio interface while it is turned on. An energy model for
downloading x bytes of data over a 3G network is derived
in [17]:
Ecell = 0.025(x) + 3.5 + 12.5 × 0.62 + 0.02(x/C)



transfer energy

tail energy

(2)

maintenance energy

where C is the download data rate from the cellular network.
We compare the performance of a system in which the radio
interface of data-seeking and data-fulﬁlled nodes is always
turned on and no energy saving mechanisms are applied (ON),
with three types of duty-cycling systems with different levels
of selﬁshness, namely:
1) DC — both data-seeking and data-fulﬁlled nodes duty
cycle as deﬁned in [6]; for the purpose of this study the
cycling interval is set to 10 s.
2) DC-SS — strict selﬁshness is applied as additional
energy saving strategy: nodes opt out of the data dissemination process once they become data-fulﬁlled.
3) DC-PS — progressive selﬁshness is applied as additional energy saving strategy: data-fulﬁlled nodes follow
the progressive selﬁshness algorithm outlined earlier.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
In the following subsections we present simulation results
for the Östermalm and Subway scenarios. If not stated otherwise, goodput is normalized with respect to the total amount
of data each node would receive if it were to download
contents directly via the cellular network. Energy consumption
is evaluated both with respect to opportunistic downloads
Eopp , as well as total energy Etot . Eopp is normalized with
respect to the energy spent by nodes that do not use energy
saving mechanisms; Etot is normalized with respect to the
energy that nodes would spend if they were to download all
content items directly from the cellular network. In order to
provide a fair comparison between Eopp and Etot we set the
download data rate from the cellular network to equal the
download data rate from a neighboring peer, C = 2 Mbps.
Such data rates are typical for current 3G mobile networks
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when a node becomes data-fulﬁlled under strict and progressive selﬁshness
for an arrival rate of (a) λ = 0.01 nodes/s and (b) λ = 0.30 nodes/s for the
Östermalm scenario.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of gains in energy consumption (En) and goodput
performance (Gp) among conﬁgurations for the Östermalm scenario under
different arrival rates.

with low mobility users moving at less than 10 km/h [18]
as well as for wireless ad-hoc networks using IEEE 802.11b.
Although such data rates may be considered low with the
rise of gigabit wireless standards like WiGig, promising up
to 7 Gbps [19], and the speculation that 5G networks would
provide data rates up to 10 Gbps [20], we note that since the
data rate only affects the speed at which data is transmitted,
the comparative analysis provided below would still hold under
the assumption that networks have similar data rates.
A. Effect of node density
We ﬁrst evaluate the performance of progressive selﬁshness
under different arrival rates for the Östermalm scenario. Nodes
arrive into the observed area according to a Poisson process
with rates λ = {0.01, 0.07, 0.15, 0.30} nodes/s from each of
the fourteen entry points. The cache of each node is initially
populated with Ni = 5 content items chosen uniformly at
random from a total of N = 10 content items that a mobile
operator aims to deliver to all nodes. The reader may assume
that all content items form a single piece of contents. The
results are presented in Fig. 3.
In sparsely populated scenarios (λ = 0.01 nodes/s), the
opportunistic network manages to deliver approximately 97%
of the contents when nodes do not use energy saving (ON).
Adopting a simple duty cycling scheme delivers similar content volumes but at half the cost in terms of energy consumption. We also see that strictly selﬁsh behavior decreases
goodput since data availability is reduced when data-fulﬁlled
nodes opt out of the dissemination process. What is interesting
however is that in sparse scenarios progressive selﬁshness
delivers slightly higher goodput at a lower energy cost in comparison to strict selﬁshness: Since data-fulﬁlled nodes continue
to participate in the data dissemination, the time data-seeking
nodes spend searching for content items decreases, thus the

overall energy consumption is also reduced, Fig. 4(a). We note
that progressive selﬁshness reduces energy consumption by
75%, and this reduction comes at only 6% goodput loss.
As the density increases, the goodput performance of
progressive selﬁshness becomes comparable to the goodput
performance of a system in which nodes do not adopt energy
saving mechanism, while energy consumption is decreased by
approximately 85%. An interesting observation is that at high
densities (λ = 0.30 nodes/s) the energy consumed by strictly
selﬁsh nodes becomes less than the energy consumed by
progressively selﬁsh nodes. This may seem counter-intuitive.
Fig. 4(b) provides some insight. In the case of strict selﬁshness,
50% of the nodes become data-fulﬁlled in the ﬁrst 10% of
their lifetime while in the case of progressive selﬁshness, this
number increases to almost 90%. Due to the high initial data
availability, only 12% of the data-fulﬁlled nodes consecutively
disseminate contents to other peers.
Fig. 5(a) presents the distribution of energy consumption
in the data-seeking and data-fulﬁlled state of nodes over
different node densities. When the mobile operator wishes
to disseminate small amounts of data among users and the
node density is high (λ = 0.30 nodes/s), the energy spent
by nodes that are in a data-seeking state becomes negligible
in comparison to the energy spent by nodes that are in a
data-fulﬁlled state. To address this, we apply the proposed
enhancement to the progressive selﬁshness algorithm. The
results in Fig. 5(b) and Table I show that by restricting the
energy spent by data-fulﬁlled nodes we not only balance the
energy proﬁle but are also able to provide similar goodput
(with a loss of at most 0.3%) at a lower energy price as the
arrival rate λ increases. We also note that at low densities
(λ = 0.01 nodes/s), the enhanced progressive selﬁshness does
not contribute to further energy savings since nodes spend
most of their lifetime being data-seeking. Thus, the proposed
enhancement allows the progressive selﬁshness algorithm to
further adapt its performance with respect to the environment.
Finally, Table II presents the mean number of contact
opportunities a node experiences throughout its lifetime under
different arrival rates. (Here a contact is accounted for when
a node receives a beacon from another peer in range.) Due
to the small amount of data that needs to be disseminated
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state of nodes when using (a) progressive selﬁshness and (b) enhanced
progressive selﬁshness.
TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF STRICT SELFISHNESS , PROGRESSIVE SELFISHNESS AND
ENHANCED PROGRESSIVE SELFISHNESS UNDER DIFFERENT ARRIVAL
RATES IN THE Ö STERMALM SCENARIO .

λ=
λ=
λ=
λ=

Conﬁguration
Goodput
0.01 n/s
Energy
Goodput
0.07 n/s
Energy
Goodput
0.15 n/s
Energy
Goodput
0.30 n/s
Energy

DC-SS
88.0%
31.0%
98.0%
15.4%
98.7%
11.5%
98.8%
8.6%

DC-PS
90.5%
28.8%
99.3%
14.5%
99.6%
12.4%
99.7%
12.0%

DC-EPS
90.5%
28.4%
99.1%
12.9%
99.3%
9.5%
99.4%
6.8%

among nodes, as the arrival rate increases, the adaptive nature
of progressive selﬁshness achieves more than 90% reduction
in the number of peers a node encounters, ﬁltering out contacts
with peers that cannot contribute to the node (i.e. data-seeking
nodes that have the same content items as the node, or other
data-fulﬁlled nodes if the node is already data-fulﬁlled).
We believe that scenarios in which small amounts of contents have to be disseminated to a large crowd of participants
will not constitute the majority of use-cases when it comes
to mobile data ofﬂoading via opportunistic communication. In
the following subsection we explore the performance of progressive selﬁshness with respect to the amount of data which
needs to be disseminated opportunistically in the observed area
in order to evaluate the scalability of the algorithm.
B. Effect of content availability
We showed that progressive selﬁshness achieves high data
dissemination rates and up to 85% energy savings independent
of the node density. In this subsection we increase the trafﬁc,
and assume that a mobile operator wishes to disseminate
information of size 1 MB to all nodes entering the observed
TABLE II
M EAN NUMBER OF CONTACT OPPORTUNITIES UNDER DIFFERENT
ARRIVAL RATES FOR THE Ö STERMALM SCENARIO .
Arrival rate
nodes/s
λ = 0.01
λ = 0.07
λ = 0.15
λ = 0.30

Mean density
nodes/m2
0.006
0.043
0.085
0.129

Mean number of contact opportunities
ON
DC
DC-SS
DC-PS
5.56
5.49
2.23
2.19
40.17
38.87
3.43
4.71
85.17
73.24
3.51
6.91
140.47
115.39
3.96
10.91
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Fig. 6. Effect of initial content availability for the Östermalm scenario with
λ = 0.01 nodes/s: (a) goodput performance, and (b) total energy consumption.

area, a short video clip, for instance. We further divide this
data into entries of mean size 10 kB as before, and we deﬁne
q = Ni /N to be the initial content availability, i.e. how
many content items are fetched from the cellular network by
nodes entering the observed area. We then vary the initial
content availability q = {0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9}; q = 0.1
represents a scenario in which contents should be mostly
ofﬂoaded opportunistically, and q = 0.9 corresponds to a
scenario in which most of the contents is initially pre-loaded
into the nodes.
Fig. 6 presents the results for a sparsely populated Östermalm scenario, i.e. λ = 0.01 nodes/s. Observe that in Fig. 6(a)
the 3G-INT part represents data downloaded directly from the
mobile operator to bootstrap the ofﬂoading process. The rest
of the bars are stacked behind one another and illustrate in an
incremental manner the amount of data that is ofﬂoaded across
different conﬁgurations. In other words, DC-SS represents
how much data strict selﬁshness delivers on top of the initial
downloads from the cellular network, DC-PS shows how much
more goodput progressive selﬁshness delivers on top of strict
selﬁshness, DC illustrates how much goodput duty cycling
delivers on top of progressive selﬁshness, and ON shows the
amount of additional data delivered on top of duty cycling.
This representation is adopted throughout the rest of the paper.
Even when the initial content availability is low, q = 0.1,
progressive selﬁshness ofﬂoads approximately 60% of the
data, Fig. 6(a) and Table III. If nodes instead kept their radio
interfaces turned on, the opportunistic network would ofﬂoad
more than 80% of the total data for the same initial content
availability. We note that on one hand this increase of 20% in
goodput requires approximately 55% more energy for ofﬂoading via opportunistic communication (comparing the bars in
Fig. 6(b) representing the energy consumed by opportunistic
downloads). On the other hand, if this data is not disseminated
opportunistically, nodes would have to download it from the
cellular network upon exiting the observed area. The reader
may then ask whether it is more proﬁtable (in terms of energy
consumption) to spend energy during the opportunistic ofﬂoad
or to spend energy for follow-up downloads from the cellular
network.
Fig. 6(b) illustrates the mean energy consumption in each
of the three energy consumption states: initial download for

TABLE III
O FFLOADED TRAFFIC FOR THE Ö STERMALM SCENARIO UNDER
DIFFERENT CONFIGURATIONS AND DIFFERENT ARRIVAL RATES .
Conﬁguration
ON
λ = 0.01
DC
DC-SS
DC-PS
ON
λ = 0.15
DC
DC-SS
DC-PS

q = 0.1
81.7%
68.1%
60.5%
60.5%
89.4%
88.6%
86.9%
87.7%

1

5

0.9

4.5
4 ON
DC

0.8

3.5

0.7

0.2
73.8%
64.1%
56.3%
56.6%
79.5%
79.0%
77.6%
78.4%

0.5
47.3%
43.7%
38.6%
38.6%
49.8%
49.6%
48.8%
49.2%

0.7
28.8%
27.2%
23.6%
24.5%
30.0%
29.9%
29.5%
29.9%

0.9
9.7%
9.4%
7.8%
8.4%
10.0%
10.0%
9.8%
10.0%

bootstrapping the content exchange in the observed area,
opportunistic download for ofﬂoading mobile data and followup download for obtaining missing content items from the
cellular network before leaving. Observe that all values in
Fig. 6(b) are normalized with respect to the estimated energy
a node would consume if it were to download all data
directly from the cellular network, given in Eq. (2). In sparse
areas, progressive selﬁshness decreases both the opportunistic
and the total energy consumption across all values of the
initial content availability. Compared to the performance of
a duty-cycling system the reduction in energy consumption is
insigniﬁcant for small values of the initial content availability
and increases with the increase of q. Due to the sparsity of
the scenario, and the amounts of data that nodes need to
obtain opportunistically, very few nodes can utilize the beneﬁts
of progressive selﬁshness, since their inactivity window is
constantly shrunk to 1. We also note that across all values
of the initial content availability the total energy spent under
progressive selﬁshness is doubled as compared to the energy
that nodes would spend if they were to download contents
directly from the cellular network. Although there is a reduction in the energy consumption with the increase of the initial
content availability, Fig. 6(b), in the context of mobile data
ofﬂoading operators would prefer to keep the value of q as
low as possible. Thus, in this sparse scenario with high data
loads there is a clear trade-off between the requirements of
mobile nodes (low energy consumption), and those of mobile
operators (high ofﬂoad ratio). Progressive selﬁshness satisﬁes
both parties by decreasing the total energy consumption in
mobile nodes without greatly penalizing the load reduction in
the cellular network.
Fig. 7 shows the goodput performance and energy consumption for the Östermalm scenario when the density is increased
(λ = 0.15 nodes/s). Due to the larger amount of participants in
the opportunistic content dissemination process, even at low
initial content availability (q = 0.1), progressive selﬁshness
ofﬂoads approximately 87% of the data, Fig. 7(a) and Table III.
Leaving the radio interface turned on contributes just a couple
of percent more to the goodput for the same value of q. In
terms of energy savings, progressive selﬁshness not only decreases the energy consumption across all values of the initial
content availability but the total energy spent for disseminating
the information in the observed area is comparable to the
energy a node would spend when downloading all data directly
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Fig. 7. Effect of initial content availability for the Östermalm scenario with
λ = 0.15 nodes/s: (a) goodput performance, and (b) total energy consumption.

from the cellular network.
To summarize, independent of the node density in the area,
progressive selﬁshness ofﬂoads mobile data at a lower energy
cost than other solutions across all values of the initial content
availability. In the context of mobile data ofﬂoading, it is
recommended that the initial content availability is kept low.
C. Effect of injection probability
In the previous sections we assumed that each node downloads some contents directly from the cellular network upon
entrance in order to participate in the dissemination process. In
reality, however, only a subset of nodes, often referred to as a
target set, may be chosen to carry data initially, while all other
nodes attempt to download contents opportunistically from
them. Here we do not discuss the optimal choice of the target
set but instead choose nodes uniformly at random according to
an injection probability pi . (For details on the optimal choice
of the initial target set we refer the reader to [2].)
Fig. 8 and 9 present results for the Östermalm scenario with
λ = 0.15, and the Subway scenario for three different values
of the injection probability pi = {0.01, 0.05, 0.1}, a total of
N = 10 content items of mean size 10 kB each, and an initial
content availability q = 0.5.
Let us ﬁrst discuss the results for the Östermalm scenario.
Even at pi = 0.01, progressive selﬁshness decreases the energy
consumption by 80%, Fig. 8(c), while satisfying approximately
95% of the overall trafﬁc demand, Fig. 8(a). Observe that
the bars representing energy consumption in Fig. 8(c) are
normalized with respect to the energy spent by ON, and are
stacked behind one another to illustrate the incremental energy
savings across conﬁgurations. Comparing to a strictly selﬁsh
behavior which is usually discussed in literature, progressive
selﬁshness decreases by half the energy cost, while providing
higher goodput. To explain this phenomenon, we deﬁne user
satisfaction as the percentage of nodes that by the end of their
lifetime have obtained the whole set of content items, and do
not need to perform follow-up downloads upon exiting. The
results are illustrated in Fig. 8(b). We see that although strict
selﬁshness delivers similar goodput performance as progressive selﬁshness, the user satisfaction is only 12% as compared
to 80% for progressive selﬁshness with pi = 0.01.
The total energy consumption under different injection probabilities is presented in Fig. 8(d). When pi = 0.01 progressive
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Fig. 8. Effect of injection probability for Östermalm scenario with λ =
0.15 nodes/s: (a) goodput performance, (b) user satisfaction, (c) energy savings
during opportunistic downloads, and (d) total energy savings.

Fig. 9. Effect of injection probability for the Subway scenario: (a) goodput
performance, (b) user satisfaction, (c) energy savings during opportunistic
downloads, and (d) total energy savings.

selﬁshness decreases the total energy consumption by a factor
of 5 as compared to a conﬁguration in which nodes have their
radio interfaces turned on, and the main reduction does come
from the energy savings during opportunistic ofﬂoading. An
interesting observation is that strictly selﬁsh behavior requires
higher energy consumption for follow-up downloads due to
the low user satisfaction factor. As the injection probability
increases, the total energy consumed by progressively selﬁsh
nodes is further decreased, and for pi = 0.1 it becomes
comparable to the energy that nodes would spend if they were
to download everything from the cellular network.
Fig. 9 presents results for the Subway scenario. Although
nodes in the Subway scenario experience longer contact durations and on average meet a higher number of neighbors,
the overall performance is preserved across conﬁgurations,
with progressive selﬁshness providing highest energy savings,
and a goodput performance similar to a system in which all
nodes have their radios constantly turned on. Again, as the
injection probability increases, progressive selﬁshness not only
decreases the energy consumed by opportunistic communication; the total energy is the same as if they were to obtain all
content items directly from the cellular network.

large body of work produced in the area of ofﬂoading cellular
trafﬁc to femtocells and WiFi networks, such approach is
limited to possible deployments and the availability of Internet
access. Ofﬂoading mobile data through opportunistic communication does neither depend on available deployment, nor on
Internet access, and has thus become a popular candidate for
trafﬁc ofﬂoading in recent years. Different studies attempt to
optimize the trafﬁc volumes delivered to end users through
opportunistic communication. In [2] Han et al. study a targetset selection problem for choosing initial data carriers in order
to minimize the amounts of mobile data trafﬁc. Lu et al.
propose an opportunistic forwarding protocol for increasing
the probability of data delivery [3]. However neither of the
works consider the energy consumed by mobile devices in
the process of ofﬂoading mobile data through opportunistic
communication. In a recent work Ding et al. [23] recognize
the importance of decreasing energy consumption during the
ofﬂoading process, and study the energy savings that can be
achieved when mobile data is ofﬂoaded to WiFi networks.
In contrast, we investigate the energy savings achieved when
mobile data is ofﬂoaded via opportunistic communication.
Recently Mota et al. [24] introduced energy into their multicriteria framework for opportunistic mobile data ofﬂoading
however they only use energy consumption as a decisionmaking parameter for whether a node should participate in the
ofﬂoading process. Instead, we proﬁle the energy consumption
of nodes that participate in the ofﬂoading process.

V. R ELATED WORK
In this section we discuss previous work conducted in the
ﬁeld of mobile data ofﬂoading, and in the area of selﬁshness
in opportunistic networks.
A. Mobile data ofﬂoading
Recent solutions for alleviating trafﬁc load on cellular
networks can be divided in two main categories: ofﬂoading
to femtocells or existing WiFi networks [21], [22], and ofﬂoading through opportunistic communication. Although the

B. Selﬁshness in opportunistic networks
All work done in the area of mobile data ofﬂoading by
default considers nodes to act altruistically throughout the mobile data ofﬂoading process via opportunistic communication.

A separate body of work has been devoted to issues related
to node selﬁshness in opportunistic networking. In [25] Hui
et al. study the impact of different distributions of altruism
on the throughput and delay of opportunistic networks, and
demonstrate that opportunistic networks are robust towards
the form of altruism distribution, however they fail to consider the impact of selﬁshness on the energy consumption in
nodes. Lu et al. [26] and Zhao et al. [8] propose incentive
schemes for promoting altruism in opportunistic networks,
however neither of the works discusses the implications, in
terms of energy consumption, of altruistic behavior in battery
powered devices. Ciobanu et al. [9] devise a mechanism for
detecting and avoiding selﬁsh nodes throughout the routing
process in opportunistic networks. In contrast to all mentioned
studies, we promote selﬁshness in opportunistic networks used
for mobile data ofﬂoading in order to decrease the energy
consumption of participating devices.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE WORK
In this paper we propose progressive selﬁshness, an adaptive
and scalable energy-aware algorithm for improving energyefﬁciency in mobile devices in the context of mobile data
ofﬂoading via opportunistic communication. Previous work
in the area of mobile data ofﬂoading via opportunistic communication focuses mainly on maximizing the data delivery to end users. However, since mobile nodes are batterypowered, opportunistic networking can only be considered
a viable mechanism for ofﬂoading data if it delivers high
content volumes at a low energy cost. Thus, we evaluated the
performance of the proposed progressive selﬁshness algorithm
both in terms of application throughput (i.e. goodput) and
energy consumption via extensive trace-driven simulations of
realistic pedestrian mobility. We showed that the algorithm
decreases energy consumption of participating nodes during
the opportunistic downloads with up to 85% across different node densities in the observed area without signiﬁcantly
compromising goodput. We also demonstrated that a simple
modiﬁcation of the algorithm, an enhanced progressive selﬁshness, achieves further energy savings in scenarios with high
densities. We then investigated the effects of initial content
availability, and observed that the performance of progressive
selﬁshness is robust to it across different node densities. We
also showed that at higher densities the energy spent by
nodes that adopt progressive selﬁshness becomes comparable
to the energy nodes would spend for downloading the same
data directly from the cellular network. Thus, progressive
selﬁshness not only ofﬂoads up to 85% of the mobile data
trafﬁc, but does the ofﬂoading at a similar price in terms of
energy. Finally, we demonstrated that progressive selﬁshness
scales with the injection probability of content carriers in the
observed area, and we showed that the performance of the
algorithm is independent of the area in which data is being
ofﬂoaded. As part of our future work we plan to evaluate the
performance of progressive selﬁshness on large scale scenarios
and for data of larger size.
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